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1. INTRODUCTION

In the quantified reliability analysis of any complex engineering system,

common mode failures (CMF) can be a significant and difficult aspect. This

is particularly so with such systems as automatic protective systems (APS) .

used in nuclear power stations where high reliability is required. The

analysis of CMF may be difficult because of the various considerations to

be made such as: —

(1) Recognition of many possible causes of CMP and the means

of identification.

(2) The models utilised in the quantification of system reliability.

(3) The data arising from reported CMF.

(4) The comparative rarity of CMF.

A study of these problems has therefore been conducted. This

(1-50)

has included a literature survey based on many of the references given here.

Also besides studying nuclear reactor APS common mode failures, aircraft

systems and chemical plant systems have been considered.

2. COMMON MODE FAILURES IN SYSTEMS

2.1 Redundancy Systems

Systems are frequently designed which employ redundancy-and output voting

techniques to achieve high reliability. These techniques are usually applied

at a sub-system or major component level rather than fundamental component

level. The important criterion in a decision on the application of redundancy

is the relative reliabilities of the sub-system and that required for the

system. Redundancy can either be standby or active; uniform or diverse. The

simple general form of a redundancy system is illustrated in figure 1. Complex

systems can consist of many combinations of this simple form.

Systems using redundancy techniques can tolerate a certain number and/or

types of independent failures while continuing to maintain the required
1
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FIGURE 1 REDUNDANCY SUB-SYSTEM

relationship between input and output conditions, but these systems arc

vulnerable to what are generally termed "common-mode failures".

The types of event which can be identified as common-mode failures and

can lead to a system failing to perform its intended function are, for the

purposes of this study, several. In general, the event will be one that

causes t*..'o or more channels of a redundancy system, to fail in the same

category of failure mode. This category is either dangerous, safe (although

a nuisance) or neutral (i.e., negligible). A dangerous failure is a failure

vhich prevents the required operation of the system or component(s) such that

some hazard external to the system is caused or could not be prevented.

Dangerous failures that are unrevealed, eit-Jior ooiwanrsntly or until a proof

tost, have the most significance in the reliability analysis of protection

systems. For some systems almost any failure mode might be considered as

dangerous, for example in some air-craft systems. Particular types of Clip

event are the failures of identical or different components in separate

channels due to a common cause. The components may have identical or possibly

different failure modes. In either case, the failures can occur at the

same instrjrt, at different times, or one failure can initiate another

failure. However, at sometime, there will be coincidence of the failure

states of the channels. Another type of event could be the failure



of some service i.hich is common to two or more channels (e.g., a power supply).

2.2 Definition of Common 2-iode Failures

A definition of this phenomenon, arising from the identification of the

types of event that are considered as common mode failures, must include a

reference to the common cause of failure of the separate channels of a redundancy

system. The definitions offered.in the available literature do not seem to

be adequate, and so the following definition is proposed as an attempt to

summarise explicitly the significant characteristics of these events.

"A common-mode failure (CMP) is the result of an event(s) which because

of dependencies, causes a coincidence of failure states of components

in two or more separate channels of a redundancy system, leading to the

defined system failing to perform its intended function."

2.3 Common kode Failure Causes

Common-mode failures are not considered as random independent events

occurring within a system, but as influences on the system from some source

which is common to the redundant components, resulting in some abnormal output

state. This is indicated by figure 2.

COMMON
INFLUENCES
(FAILURE CAUSE)

INPUTS

ABNORMAL
OUTPUT
(FAILURE MODE)

FIGUJffi 2 CMF CAUSES

Common influences on a system using redundancy can occur ei ther in the

period prior to operation, or during i t s operating l i f e . In the f i r s t case,

are the ac t iv i t i e s of design, manufacture, instal lat ion and commissioning.
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These influences are separated from the operational system by time and so

deficiencies in the system may only become apparent later. The system might

be defective, either completely or under certain conditions. It may also be

vulnerable to common influences during operation due to inadequate design,

maintenance error, quality control limitations or shortcomings during

commissioning.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF COMMON-MODE FAILURES

3.1 Requirements of a Classification System

It is essential for the identification, quantification and minimisation

of the effects on a system, of common-mode failures, that these events are

classified according to some characteristic that they all possess. There are

three main requirements for the general study of common-mode failures and it

is therefore necessary to form a classification system which is compatible

with all these, viz: —

(a) The recognition of the many possible causes of common-mode

failures, to assist designers and operators to minimise their

rate of occurrence and effects, and to increase the probability

of their detection.

(b) To assist with the reliability analysis of a system, and the

quantification of system reliability due to common-mode failures.

(c) To enable data from reported common mode failures to be analysed

and recorded for subsequent application in the design, operation

and reliability assessment of other systems.

3.2 Classification System

From the literature survey, ' preliminary examination of data for

nuclear reactor protection systems, reactor emergency core cooling systems,

and other safety applications and the requirements for a classification system

defined in section 3^ 1F the proposed classification system is as shown in

figure 3. The significant feature of the system is that common-mode failures
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rsrc cl-uoyifiorl b.y cau: -of failure. This baais of clarification iu also the

bauis of the definition given in section 2.2. It is considered that if

renonimcndationri are to be made for a policy of prevention of coimnon-inodc

failures then it is essential that all causes can be prominently identified.

An identification code has been allocated to each class based on the

initial letters of the classification terns used. Engineering design (ED)

CMP causes include management and technical software errors which are not

revealed until the system is put into operation. Functional deficiencies

(EDF) result in the system not having the capability to perform as required.

There are many forms of design realisation (EDR) errors as indicated in

figure 3. In particular design limitations can be related to the operations

environmental (OE) classification and determine the intrinsic limits of

system capability and reliability. The causes may be financialf spatialf

transient, etc. Engineering construction (EC) errors are mainly due to

defective control and testing. Installation and commissioning (ECl) is more

likely to be prone to this compared with manufacture (ECM) due to the

difference between factory and site conditions. Procedural errors (OP)

arising during operations are associatedwith activities at the interface bet-

ween the system and the staff. These can occur as result of maintenance or

test work (OPH) or on-line operator error (OPO). Extremes of environment,

(OEN) either within design limits or more adverse can induce CMF; so can dis-

crete energetic events (OEE) from either within or without the system

boundaries.

4. 00MM3N-M0DE FAILURE DATA

4.1 Data Collection

The most extensive source of data relevant to the study was from com-

mercial nuclear power stations in the United States. This is operated by the

"Office of Operations Evaluation" of the USMRC which requires the. stations to

submit reports of abnormal safety related occurrences. These are currently

5



known as "Licensee Event Reports".* ' Data are extracted from letters or

./- other written reports of events, and translated and classified by the USNRC

.-'• for recording on its computer system files. The data for this study have been

- taken from the computer printouts of these events that are issued monthly,

and are for the period 1971 to 1976 inclusive, for all the US commercially

operating power stations. For the period considered there are 60 stations

• *

with an integrated operating life since achieving criticality of approximately

220 reactor—years. This period has yielded approximately 8000 occurrence

reports, of which 166 have been identified as common-mode failures of the two

systems considered in the study, the APS and the emergency core cooling

system (ECCS).

Detailed accident records are available from the Civil Aviation Authority
(29)

(CAA) in the UK. The CAA "World Airline Accident Summary" v ' is world wide

and practically comprehensive in scope and includes sufficient technical

detail in the majority of cases to explain the failure causing each accident.

The International Civil Aviation Authority (ICAO — an agency of the United

Nations Organisation) produces world wide airline operational and general

accident statistics. There are also other useful sources of

data * ' . The accident records were analysed for a 17 year period, and

those due to CMP hnve been identified and classified. The damage states given

in the recorded accidents are almost entirely classified as "substantial" or

aircraft "destroyed". Consequently this CMF analysis has been concerned with

failures which lead to major incidents or hazards.

Other sources of far less extensive or detailed CMP data have also been

utilised. These cover other reactor systems and chemical plant and have been

included in order to give the study as broad a base as practicable and lend

support to the more detailed analysis. As a result the CMF study^ '^ ' has

been the most detailed and comprehensive so far undertaken.

6



4«? Data Analysis and hesults

The first step in the analysis of the more detailed sources v;as to classify

the data as described in section 3»2. It will be seen from TABLS 1 that

design error (BDR) and maintenance error (OPM) are the predominant classes.

The common significant feature of these classes is that they are both

concerned with human organisational error in respectively project management

and design and latterly the operational support processes of maintenance and

testing. These failure causes might all be classified together as process

errors, since they are concerned with the engineering and maintenance

procedures or processes that produce and support technological systems. Except

in the aircraft case, external energetic events are a very small proportion.

As was explained in section 2 the CI-1F analysis work was carried out at the

redundcincy sub-system level. This is important to appreciate in understanding

the results, particularly the numerical results which will now be discussed.

In the case of most of the classified data sources it was possible to

calculate the mean sub-system CViF rate per operational year (O „„) and in the

case of one or two other sources a value had been derived, although usually

from very limited data. Besides knowing the number (Nnr.) of CMP, the number of

reactor operating sub—system years was usually known. In the case of the

aircraft (flight control) sub-systems the airlines average accident rate was

knoun^ ^ ', as well as the proportion of CMF accidents to total accidents

and the average number of sub—systems involved was estimated. Considering the

first three columns of TABLE 1, it is clear that the results for the APS and

ECCS are similar, but the aircraft sub—system ©_„ is very much lower.

Looking at all the 9-.. results in table 1 two are a little higher than the

APS/ECCS and two are significantly lower. These latter two are known to be

for systems which were subject to rigorous fault analysis and the number N-..

was very carefully screened.



Iii some cases it was possible to calculate or estimate the independent

failure rate (O T) per sub-system channel and from this it was possible to make
€>CJ.,

a comparison with ©„.. by calculating the ratio - — ^ - . A total number of

independent events (l?,) was also known in many cases, so it was also possible
H G M

to calculate the ratio TJ rj- • (This latter ratio effectively takes into

account the independent failures in all channels of the redundancy sub-sytoms).

It will be seen from TABLE 1 that for all data sources both these ratios exhibit

a fair degree of numerical consistency. However much more significantly, CKP arc

clearly not a very small proportion of system failures. In fact after taking into

account the effects of system redundancy on independent failures, they could be

the dominant contribution to sub-system fractional downtime or probability of

failure. This may be seen by means of simple calculations as follows:—

I I CM. CMT

9 —1 —1
\ • "* 10 1 10 V

. 10"1 1 0 " 2 T 2 10"2 10"2-r

10"2 1O"4r2 10"3 10"3T

The values used can be seen to be centred around those in TABLE 1. It

will be seen that if a typical proof test interval of 0.1 yr is considered

2 p CM —P
then © C H

T > ®j' • Values of -—^g~ (sometimes referred to as 8) «t< 10" would

rectify this situation.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

It is clear that common-mode failures must be a significant aspect in the

analysis of high reliability redundancy cystems and from the literature

surveyed during this study, it has been given serious consideration. However

there has been lack of a uniforn. and comprehensive definition,so it was thought

necessary to rectify. The most significant feature of the definition is that

the initial event that causes the failure is common as well the effect or the

mode of failure being common. The study has been biassed towards systems for

8



nuclcir re-iclorn, but it li.is alr.o included experience from the aircraft and

chcmic.il industries. Therefore the event definitions and clansifications

should be applicable to other types of system. The systems considered have

a high electronics engineering content, but they have significant electrical

and mechanical engineering contents also.

The study has shown that CMF events can be classified as proposed.

The exceptions to this were events that were recorded, but «

insufficient information on the initial cause or the mode of failure was
•

available. In some cases, classification was impossible, and in others,

interpretation of the recorded information led to dual classification. It

is suggested that the adoption of definitions and classifications for common—

mode failures by organisations recording failure events would lead to a better

understanding of the phenomena and their quantification.

To relate the data from the US nuclear industry to the aircraft accidents

it is necessary to consider the number of sub-systems in each of the main

systems considered, and to derive CMP rates per sub-systero-year. These sub-

systems are then roughly comparable in complexity and size, and the CMF rates

are:

nuclear APS - 2.8.10~ CMP/sub-systeyp-year

0~2 " »

aircraft FCS - 2.1.1O"5 " "

ECCS - 3.3.10~2 " » " "

These values show an apparently large factor of approximately 10 between

the data derived from the two different sources, but when relating these

values, tho different means of data collection, and the operating conditions

in each case must be compared. The data from the APS and ECCS will contain

the majority of CMP events, whether or not they were capable of leading to a

hazard condition, but the aircraft data were derived from those events which

resulted in a aerious accident. An examination of a sample of Mechanical

Reliability Reports (MRRs) from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)* '

Aeronautical Centre in the USA indicated that the ratio of these accidents

—1 —2
to potentially dangerous CMP for aircraft sub-systems is between 10 and 10 ,

and so a more realistic ratio for the CMF rates for nuclear and aircraft sub-

systems is between 10 and 100. This ratio could be partly explained by

9



operational and test differences in the two applications, typically reactor

protection systems are proof tested at intervals of 1 - 3 months by instru-

ments persojinol, with probably limited supervision. Repair activities occur

at any time, also with limited supervision and it has. been shown that these

two activities cause a large proportion of CMP's. Aircraft are tested before

every flight, and have a mean flight time of 1 - 2 hours. Most significantly,

\ these tests are independent of maintenance activities because they are done

by the crew, or.s pilot performing the tests and another witnessing against a

written airworthiness certificated procedure. This is a very dependable pro-

cedure. The effect of design errors and design induced maintenance errors

however must not be neglected. The aviation industry has over many years

developed extensive procedures to control design, production and maintenance

of safety critical systems. Similar procedures in the nuclear industry should

also load to a reduction in CMF.

For a hazard to exist in a nuclear reactor a plant failure will normally

initiate a demand on the protection system, which must then fail to operate. The

hazard probability is therefore usually the combinational probability of these

two events. For an aircraft, the moment it leaves the ground it is in a

potentially dangerous state, so there will be a significant probability that

if a CMF occurs it will cause an accident. Therefore, for a particularly

hazard probability an aircraft sub-system must have greater immunity to

causes of CMF.

Design error and maintenance error have been shown to be dominant factor

of CMF'. This has far reaching implications in connection with CMF modelling,

since these errors can be regarded as arising primarily from the process of

engineering that produces the high reliability systems, rather than from

defects or physical limitations of the systems produced. It is more important

that these task errors be reduced and made at least comparable with the

remaining classes of CMF which unless they can be eliminated are the inherent

limits of the system.

10
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TABLE 1 SUNHAItt OF CCKTON-KODE FAILURE DATA

1"

C:-:F
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EDF

KDR

EC;I

ECI

OPtl

OPO

fiKTI
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u/c •

TOTAL

"en

"CM

9ca

"CM
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1
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2

&
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5

q
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2«i
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2.1.10-5

0.04
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1
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1

5

0

7
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